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just appointed dealer lqqlb! .Flower Fall in the Dark Tears Running Down her Face Is this the Poetry i shall make? Is this the Poetry i've made?
Sometimes a poem makes me wonder if i've made a new friend. Sometimes a poem makes me wonder if this person is real. I can walk with them for

days. Can tell them my true name. And we don't need those pesky photos anymore. Maybe i don't have to keep my secrets so deep anymore. I can
finally know who you really are. We don't need to keep it all locked away. We don't need to have the last word. I can share my heart with you. Tell you

my thoughts and feelings. Talk through feelings that never die. But lately i have been feeling a little trapped, like this was always the way of things,
that words were made to be kept in the shell. i'm not always open to feelings and thoughts that I'm not ready to reveal. Sometimes, when I say yes to
the conversation, I'm doing so because I want to talk, I'm doing so because I want to understand where this person is coming from, I'm not always so
open. I sometimes wish i just let others find their way into my world. But sometimes I let others see me in the moment and then I wait until I'm ready
to let more in. So i guess my question is to you, How do you share your heart? How do you release yours? How do you let others in, when you're not

always ready to be a part of that universe And 1cb139a0ed
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